THE K3: KISHTWAR–KILLAR–KEYLONG
Dubbed the world’s most dangerous road, the K3 teeters along terrifyingly narrow rock ledges high above the Chenab River in Jammu.

KUMBHALGARH WILDLIFE SANCTUARY
In dense forests in Rajasthan this wildlife sanctuary provides homes to antelope, gazelle, leopard, wolves and the occasional sloth bear.

LONAR METEORITE CRATER
Created 50,000 years ago this huge crater in Maharashtra has a shallow green lake at its base and wilderness all around.

DUDHSAGAR FALLS
Meaning ‘Sea of Milk’ Dudhsagar is Goa’s 300m-high, tiered waterfall, reached by a bumpy, 45-minute 4WD ride through stunning jungle scenery.

MURUDESHWAR
This seaside pilgrimage town in Karnataka is known for its colossal seashore statue of Lord Shiva overlooking the Arabian Sea.

DHANUSHKODI
Once a thriving port, now a ghost town standing at the end of a remote promontory in Tamil Nadu.

PITHORAGARH
Remote, friendly getaway town in the hills of eastern Uttarakhand, spread above a valley dubbed ‘Little Kashmir’.

PARASNATH
Join hundreds of Jain pilgrims who hike each morning to the Parasnath Temple at the top of Jharkhand’s holy Parasnath Hill.

GUNTUPALLI
A former hilltop Buddhist cave monastery in Andhra Pradesh especially noteworthy for its caves, carvings and chaitya-griha (prayer hall).